Use either ending "a" or "b" ("b" is more challenging).

Piano accompaniments, duet parts and mp3 play-alongs available!
AuditionSolos.com
More Materials for Trumpet!

**Simply Singing for Winds - medium treble clef** (114 pages)
You can never have too many good tunes to play!
Simply Singing for Winds is in 5 sections:

1. Building a Foundation – 30 original pieces each in a clearly defined musical style
2. Singing Smoothly – 63 legato melodies
3. Singing with a Bounce – 44 melodies in a more detached style
4. Singing with Style – 12 original pieces: 4 waltzes, 4 marches, 4 fanfares
5. Fiddling Around – 16 fiddle tunes adapted for wind instruments

**Tuning Drone Melodies - treble clef** (134 pages)
Musicians are discovering the power of tuning drones.
Here’s the perfect companion!

What is a Tuning Drone Melody?
Music designed to be played over a tuning drone (drone not included).

- Part One: single instrument with the drone. Some are simple exercises, others can be complex melodies.
- Part Two: multiple instruments with the drone.
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